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We Build Places You Want to Go™
OSHO Collective: Collaborate, Construct
Nestled off Nolensville Pike at 2309 Grandview Avenue stands
one of our most transformative projects yet.
This project serves as an example of our approach to a project:
“Collaborate and Construct” - as we worked with the owners
before and during construction to achieve the look and feel they
wanted at a cost they could afford.
This interior renovation consisted of converting a standard “run
of the mill” pre-engineered metal building into a unique Salon
and Wellness Spa called OSHO Collective. The owners of
OSHO, Gabrielle and Tony Caldwell, wanted their clients to
experience a positive and calming vibe during their visit.

Before

From the President

Every once in a while
we meet an owner for
the first time, and we
feel a good “vibe”
about them and their
project.
That is exactly what
happened when we
met Gabrielle and
Tony Caldwell. I don’t
think we could quite
see their “vision”
when we first visited
the empty building
they had leased, but it
wasn’t long before
their enthusiasm and
positive attitude
became infectious.

After

In order to create the relaxing
experience reflective of a salon
and spa, we had to find a way to
“warm-up” the cold feel of the
building. We used a substantial
amount of cedar on the interior
and exterior in order give the
building some “personality.”
We also opened up the space by utilizing glass overhead doors
in the salon area with dimmable LED lighting. This allows the
stylists and clients to see their newly-styled hair in natural
light. Several other unique ideas were implemented such as
color changing LED rope lighting in the restrooms and custom
hand rails.

And what a difference
Nick Dryden, the
architect, and the
Caldwell’s made
without spending a
fortune!
Gabrielle and Tony –
thank you for allowing
Dowdle Construction
Group to be a part of
your vision for OSHO
Collective.
- Glynn Dowdle, President
Dowdle Construction Group

In addition to a full service salon with 16 stylist stations, a color
bar for hair coloring, and 5 washing stations, OSHO also
features a unique spa area with a Tai Soak Tub and massage
rooms.
Architectural design was performed by Nick Dryden, D/AAD.

OSHO owners Gabrielle & Tony Caldwell
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